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Abstract—In this study, cloud-to-ground (CG) and cloud-tocloud (CC) stroke data are superimposed on corresponding
quantitative precipitation estimations (QPE) derived from radar
observations in order to extract the percentage of lightning
outliers, i.e. ‘fake’ or ‘ghost’ strokes, based on the distance
between each lightning event and the nearest precipitation.
Applying this to a large dataset from 2006-2015 it is possible to
analyze the behavior of outliers over time with respect to the
performance of the EUCLID network. We find that the
introduction of the newest sensor technology has a positive
impact on the occurrence of outliers over the years with a clear
drop from 2011 onwards. Outside the European summer
thunderstorm season the percentage of outliers tends to increase
somewhat. This increase results from an underestimation of the
precipitation by the radar at the outer radar observation
boundary. The latter in its turn could be due to the fact that in
general winter storms are less vertically developed compared to
summer storms. In addition, it is shown that the majority of the
semi-major axis (SMA) assigned to a lightning discharge is much
smaller for non-outlier events compared to the SMA of outliers
retrieved by this method.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Present-day lightning location systems (LLS) are the result
of continuous development over the years with improved
location accuracy, peak current estimation and type
classification for each observed lightning event. However,
despite the great progress made to determine those properties
amongst others, occasionally some remain poorly determined.
The reason for these anomalies is not straightforward to find
out, but is generally related to an unfavorable network
geometry, signal interferences from power lines, radio
frequencies or other site-specific disturbances.

A direct way to determine the quality of a network, and
therefore the values assigned to each lightning event, is by
comparing the data against so-called ground-truth observations.
Those observations examine for instance lightning strikes to
instrumented towers [Diendorfer et al., 2000a, 2000b;
Pavanello et al., 2009; Romero et al., 2011; Schulz et al., 2012;
Schulz et al., 2013; Cramer and Cummins et al. 2014], control
the time and location of a lightning discharge to ground by
triggering it through the launch of a rocket [Jerauld et al., 2005;
Nag et al., 2011; Chen et al., 2012; Mallick et al., 2014a,
2014b, 2014c], and/or are recorded by high-speed video and Efield measurements in open field [Biagi et al., 2007; Chen et
al., 2012; Poelman et al., 2013a, Schulz et al., 2015]. Although
best practice to retrieve in-depth information on a networks’
performance, the aforementioned methods are quite laborintensive in order to acquire a large enough dataset to retrieve a
reliable output. Other methods exist, such as intercomparison
studies between different LLS within regions of overlapping
coverage [Said et al., 2010; Pohjola and Mäkelä, 2013;
Poelman et al., 2013b]. However, the main disadvantage of
those studies is the assumption of one network as being
“ground-truth”. In reality this is hardly the case for any existing
LLS, except maybe for the short-baselined, lightning mapping
arrays (LMA) [Rison et al., 1999; Thomas et al., 2004; van der
Velde et al., 2013; Defer et al., 2015].
In this particular study we are interested in the amount of
lightning outliers, or sometimes also referred to in the literature
as fake or ghost strokes. Besides determining outliers by
checking the used information of individual sensors, different
statistical approaches exist. One can either superimpose the
lightning discharges on top of satellite cloud imagery, radar
reflectivity data or a combination of both. In the course of this
paper, we solely make use of radar precipitation observations
to distinguish between outlier and non-outlier lightning events.

Fig. 1: a) Some of the EUCLID sensors in and around Belgium are indicated (black dots), as well as the position of the C-band radar at Wideumont (yellow
star) in the middle of the circle indicating the 240 km observation radius. b) Variation of the annual CG and CC stroke counts and CC/CG ratio, as detected
within the radar coverage.

II.

DATA AND METHODOLOGY

Lightning data are based on observations made by the
European lightning location system EUCLID [Schulz et al.,
2015; Poelman et al., 2015]. This network has been operational
since 2001 and processes in real-time data of 153 sensors (as of
October 2015) to provide European wide lightning data of high
and nearly homogeneous quality. This network has been tested
continuously over the years against ground-truth data from
direct lightning current measurements at the Gaisberg Tower
(GBT) in Austria and data from E-field and video recordings in
Austria, France and Belgium [Schulz et al., 2015]. It has been
found that the location accuracy (LA) dropped steadily over the
years down to the present LA in the range of 100 m. The
locations of some of the EUCLID sensors in and around
Belgium are plotted in Fig. 1a, while Fig. 1b presents the CG
and CC stroke count as well as the CC/CG ratio as observed
within the radar coverage domain.
Three radars are located in Belgium, of which two are
operated by the Royal Meteorological Institute of Belgium
(RMIB). One of these radars, operational since 2001, is
positioned in Wideumont (49.9°N, 5.5°E) at 592 m above sea
level in the southeast of Belgium, see Fig. 1. This particular
radar is a single-polarization C-band Doppler radar and
performs a 5-elevation scan every 5 minutes producing
reflectivity measurements up to 240 km. The radar thus covers
Belgium, Luxembourg as well as parts of France, the
Netherlands and Germany. Quantitative precipitation
estimation (QPE) on a 500 by 500 meters grid is derived from
reflectivity measurements after applying clutter filtering, beam
blockage correction and reflectivity profile correction.

Subsequently, the five minutes resolution rain rates are then
accumulated to 10-min and hourly precipitation rates used
further in this study. Note that the radar reflectivity threshold is
set at 7 dBZ, corresponding to a rainfall threshold of 0.1 mm/h,
below which rainfall is considered as nonexistent in this study.
Cloud-to-ground (CG) as well as cloud (CC) strokes in the

Fig. 2: Example of an hourly quantitative precipitation estimation (QPE)
superimposed with the lightning events observed during the same time
interval. The ‘true’ events are indicated as black dots, whereas the derived
outliers are plotted in red.

Fig. 3: a) Annual and b) monthly percentage of outliers based on 2006-2015 EUCLID stroke data. The black line represents the CG outliers based on hourly
intervals and a 5 km search radius, whereas the upper and lower boundary of the grey area results from using a 2 km and 10 km radius, respectively. The
percentage of CC outliers based on hourly intervals and a 5 km search radius is shown in green. The blue line depicts the CG outliers when using 10-min
intervals and a 5 km search radius.

corresponding time interval are then superimposed on the QPE.
Subsequently, a stroke is defined as an outlier when no
precipitation within a certain distance has been observed. This
distance is somewhat chosen arbitrary. Different runs are
performed applying a distance of 2, 5, and 10 km, respectively.
An example of this method is visualized in Fig. 2. On the left
the hourly QPE is plotted at a particular time, while on the
right hand side all the lightning strokes are superimposed as
black dots with the retrieved outliers in red for clarity. In this
figure an event is defined as an outlier when no precipitation is
observed within a radius of 5 km. During this particular hour,
16 out of the 1347 strokes are flagged as outliers, or 1.2% of
the total.
III.

RESULTS

Fig. 3a plots the percentage of outliers for a given year
between 2006 and 2014. The black line represents the
percentage of CG outliers based on hourly intervals and a 5 km
search radius, whereas the upper and lower boundary of the
grey area results from using a 2 km and 10 km search radius,
respectively. It is clear that a smaller search radius will
increase the percentage of outliers, and vice versa. The
percentage of CC outliers based on hourly intervals and a 5 km
search radius is shown in green. The blue line depicts the CG
outliers using 10-min intervals and a 5 km search radius. On
average 0.8% of the CG events per year are classified as
outliers based on hourly QPE and a 5 km search radius by the
adopted method and this value increases to 1.6% based on 10-

min precipitation accumulations. Using 10-min intervals an
increased number of outliers is expected because the hourly
intervals may hide some of those due to the temporal
movement of the storm within this hour. In a similar way, one
expects a further increase when 5-min intervals are used.
Nevertheless, a similar trend is visible in that during the years
2006-2010 the percentage on average is higher than what is
found for the years 2011-2014. The drop from 2009-2011 by a
factor of about two is apparent and stems partly from the fact
that during that time sensors of the older type LPATS and
IMPACT were changed into the newer LS700x type of sensors.
As a result the location accuracy improved from that moment
onwards. In addition, some quality parameters in the central
processor ‘TLP’ were changed in 2010 which impacts the
results. However, in 2015 the percentage of outliers increases
visibly and can be traced back to the introduction of a new
algorithm to locate CG events at that time. Although not shown
in this figure, it is worthwhile to notice that reprocessing the
2015 CG data with the current and latest updated algorithm
brings back the percentage of outliers at the same value as is
found within the period 2011-2014. As regards to CC
detections, on average over the years 0.7% are outliers and
follows a similar trend compared to the CG outliers. Note that
the CC detections augmented drastically by the introduction of
LS700x technology in the network from 2011 onwards as seen
in Fig. 1b. Hence, the relatively low amount of CC outliers
during those particular years has a large impact on the overall
average.

Fig. 4: a) Relative amount of CG outliers as a function of distance to the radar based on hourly (black) and 10-min (blue) intervals for the whole year (solid),
Sept-May (dashed) and June-Aug (dotted). b) Percentage of CG outliers as a function of distance to the nearest precipitation.

Fig. 3b visualizes the monthly variation of outliers. An
obvious decrease is observed in the percentage of outliers
during May-Sept, compared to the other months of the year. A
reasonable amount of precipitation will be detected without

Fig. 5: All CG outliers are plotted in black as a function of distance to the
radar and to the nearest precipitation. In addition, for each distance
interval to the radar of 20 km a corresponding whisker box is plotted in
blue indicating the lower (10% and 25%), median and upper (75% and
90%) percentiles of the distance to the nearest precipitation. In addition,
the green dot indicates the mean value.

any problem close or far away from the radar, while it is the
light precipitation that tends to be harder to detect at large
distances. While during summer most of the storms are
associated with large amounts of precipitation in vertically
extended clouds, winter storms are peculiar in nature and tend
to occur with lower precipitation amounts and at somewhat
lower altitudes. Hence, the precipitation can be undetected
especially during winter storms due to overshooting further
away from the radar. This in turn influences the outlier
classification with the method employed.
In Fig. 4a, the percentage of CG outliers within consecutive
rings with a width of 20 km from the radar is plotted. Black
lines are based on hourly intervals, whereas blue lines result
from the 10-min data. The solid lines represent the average
over the full year, whereas dotted lines are used to represent the
result for Jun-Aug, while dashed lines for Sept-May. We
choose to split the year in this particular way since this results
into a comparable lightning density from the smallest surface
inner ring to the largest surface outer ring. One notices the
same behavior for the hourly as well as the 10-min data in that
the percentage of outliers is quasi stable over the radar
coverage when averaged over all the months of the year.
However, this percentage rises slightly with increasing distance
from the radar during Sept-May. Similar as to what is found in
Fig. 3b, this could result from to the fact that the radar
underestimates or does not detect rain at larger distances. Note
that during Sept-May the lightning activity accounts for only
about 20% of the total lightning activity during the year in
Belgium [Poelman, 2014], hence it has minor influence on the
overall behavior. A very similar behavior is found for the CC
outliers.

behavior is found based on hourly intervals and for CC
outliers.
Up to now, a lightning event is classified as an outlier
based solely on its distance to the nearest detected
precipitation. However, when SMA is taken into account, some
events previously classified as outliers could turn out to be
‘true’ lightning events after all. This is so when the difference
between the distance to the nearest precipitation and SMA is
smaller than the adopted search radius. Hence, in case of a 5
km search radius, it is found that the amount of CG (/CC)
outliers drops 20% (/15%) when the supplementary SMA
information is utilized to differentiate between outlier and nonoutlier events.
IV.

Fig. 6: Distribution of the semi-major axis (SMA) for increasing intervals
of 1 km for CG outliers (grey) and non-outliers (black) based on 10 min
QPE intervals.

In Fig. 4b the percentage of CG outliers as a function of
distance to its nearest precipitation is plotted, based on 10-min
intervals and a 5 km search radius. It is found that in more
than 30% of the cases, the distance between an outlier and its
nearest precipitation is situated within ]5, 10] km and drops off
steadily for the other intervals. About 50% of all suspected
outliers have precipitation located within 15 km. A very similar
behavior is found based on hourly intervals and for CC
outliers.
In Fig. 5 the CG outliers as identified by the adopted
method are positioned as a function of distance to the radar and
to the nearest precipitation based on 10-min intervals and a 5
km search radius. On top of this for each 20 km interval from
the radar a whisker box is plotted in blue, indicating the lower
(10% and 25%), median and upper (75% and 90%) percentiles
of the distance to the nearest precipitation, whereas the green
dot indicates the mean value. Within a distance of 100 km from
the radar the mean value of the distance to the nearest
precipitation is stable at around 20 km. This value increases
slightly further away from the radar and peaks at 28 km at the
outer boundary of the radar coverage. The median values are
somewhat lower and vary around 13-14 km independent of the
distance to the radar, except for the outer ring where it
increases towards 16.5 km. A very similar behavior is found
based on hourly intervals and for CC outliers.
Finally, the central processor TLP assigns each lightning
event to a value of the semi-major axis (SMA) of the 50%
confidence ellipse. This value can be used as a quality indicator
of the detection. The distribution of SMA is plotted in Fig. 6
and split into outlier and non-outlier events found by this study.
Whereas for the non-outlier events the majority, i.e. 90%, of
the SMA falls in the range of 0-1 km, this is only the case for
30% of the outliers. Hence, outliers have on average larger
SMA values compared to non-outlier detections. A similar

SUMMARY

In this study all lightning events detected by the EUCLID
network during 2006 and 2015 that fall within the coverage of
the radar at Wideumont, Belgium, are classified as outliers or
non-outliers based on their distance to the nearest precipitation.
It is found that the percentage of the outliers drops over time,
with the lowest values found from 2011 onwards. This may
well reflect the improved performance of the EUCLID network
when more and newer type of sensors became operational in
and around Belgium. The percentage of outliers increases by a
factor of two when 10-min compared to hourly intervals are
used. On average, the amount of CG and CC outliers is similar.
However, keep in mind that only from 2011 onwards EUCLID
improved its capability to detect CC signals by the
implementation of LS700x sensors. Outside the European
summer thunderstorm season the percentage of outliers tend to
increase somewhat and also further away from the radar. This
increase could be related to the fact that the radar
underestimates or might not detect to some extent precipitation
at the outer radar boundary. This in its turn is related to the fact
that in general winter storms are less vertically developed
compared to summer storms. Hence, at large distances from the
radar, the lowest radar beam can overshoot regions where
indeed precipitation is present. In addition, it is found that in
general the SMA of non-outliers is much smaller compared to
the SMA belonging to outliers.
The method used in this work can be easily extended for
example by expanding the area of coverage through the use of
composite data of the three different radars located in Belgium.
Also, the shortest time scale used in this study is the 10-min
interval period due to computing time considerations. Ideally,
however, this method should be applied to the time scale of
one radar volume scan, i.e. 5 minutes. In addition, one could
think of combining radar as well as satellite data to
discriminate between outlier and non-outlier events.
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